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The Cantor: An Historic Perspective, by LEO LANDMAN (New

York : Yeshiva University Press, 1972).
Reviewed by
Bernard Rosensweig

Rabbi Dr. Leo Landman is part
of a small group of rabbis (all-too.
small, unfortunately) who are ac~
tively involved in the rabbinate and-

at the same time have struck deep
roots in the world of scholarship.

Dr. Landman, rabbi of a leading
synagogue, is professor of Jewish

History at the Bernard Revel Graduate School of Yeshiva University

and the author of a major workJewish Law in the Diaspora: Confrontation and Accommodation.
In this present work, Rabbi

Landman takes us on an historic

excursion through the sources in
order to establish the origins, the
functions and the position of the
cantor or hazzan in the Jewish community - a much maligned and

often ridiculed figure. The book is
divided into two sections, into what
the author misleadingly calls "The

Middle Ages" and "Modern Days."
I say "misleadingly" in both instances for a very good reason.

While the material which is utilzed
in the first part of the book comes
primarily from mediaeval sources,
there is a significant number of
quotations and statement that be-

long to the latter half of the 18th
century,~oid tlië T9th century hardly the period of the "Middle

Ages." Rabbi Moses Sofer (Hatam
Sofer), Rabbi Jacob Ettlinger (Binyan Zion) and Rabbi Joseph Saul

Nathanson (Shoel u' Meshib) are
hardly to be classified as mediaeval
Jewish scholars. The second half
of the work does indeed deal with

the status of the cantor in modern
days - but almost exclusively in

terms of the American Jewish

scene. There is no mention of its
development in pre-holocaust Europe or in the State of IsraeL. The

author would have been better advised to have called his two parts
"The Babylonian-European Experience" and "The American Experience. "

In any case, Dr. Landman points
out that until the 6th century the

services were led by volunteers.
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The professional sheliah tzibbur or
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certain personal and moral qualities

hazzan only came into being in which were iIldispensible to his pothis century because this was a sition. After all, the hazzan was
period when Jews were subjected
to much persecufion. These perse-

likened to the Almighty Himself

cutions left their mark upon the

cantor, and he was the messenger

level of Jewish learning generally;

of the community before God.

more particularly, the Jewish

Who is said to have acted like a
When Rabbi Moses

Minz came

masses were no longer as conver-

to Bamberg in the middle of the

sant with the Hebrew language as

fifteenth century, the community

they had been in the past. In addi-

asked him to establish the rules

tion, during the period of Justinian,

which would define the qualifica-

preaching of the Torah were prohibited, new forms of religious po-

zan, as well as what was to be expected of him in terms of perform-

when the public teaching and tions and the qualities of the hazetry called piyyutim emerged into

ance and behavior. In the takkanah

prominence. These piyyutim, which

which he set down( it is surprising

encompassed the thoughts and the

that our author makes no mention

ideas of the forbidden teaching,

of this important 'fesponsum neither

were incorporated into the prayer
services. The result was that the

in the text nor in the notes), he

old prayers were amplified and

be the first to come to the syna-

indicated that the hazzan was to

supplemented by these piyyutim,

gogue and the last to leave. He was

and this necessitated the use of a
professional who could read and

to be dressed properly, and his person behavior was to be beyond re-

chant the new texts. . One should
not rule out the possibilty that the
professional cantor became a per-

proach. He was to go over his prayers constantly, in order to be well-

manent .fixture in order to resolve

versed in them, and was to pray
with the proper concentration. With

the jealousies, conficts and com-

great anger, he denounced those

petition between se1f~štyled cantors

cantors who had a tendency to wan-

in the Jewish community. At any

der into the synagogue courtyard

rate, by the 12th century the permanent hazzan is most certainly
a reality.

when they were not "performing"
and indulge in unseemly levity with
some of the less-regarded members
of the community.l

The cantor had to have certain
qualißcations in order to be worthy

The primary role of the cantor

of his callng. Obviously, he had to

in thê mediaeval period was that

have a pleasant voice, and to be

ofsheliah tzibbur. However, Land-

skiled in chanting the prayers. But

maÍ1Ínakes the point that the haz-

beyond that, he had to possess certain qualities of heart and mind.
While the community inight overlook certain ideal prerequisites like
marital status, age and even scholarship, it would obviously demand

zan à~ready had a secondary role
in the Middle Ages - that of en-

tertainer. He was the artist who en-

tertained people with the beauty of
his voice. This aspect of his posi-

tion, while secondary, was ,an im-
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portant one for Jews exposed to a
ghetto existence, with aU of its restrictions and drabness. In this kind
of atmosphere, the beautiful voice
of the cantor and the music with

which he invested the prayers, provided the deprived Jewish com~

fortunately, the modern period has
not, in many instances, remedied

this unhappy situation.

The relationship between the
rabbi and the cantor is of particular
interest to us. While the rabbi was
supreme in the community and the
hazzan was obviously subservient

munity with a feeling of uplift and
release. The priorities were destined

to him, the actual relationship be-

to change in twentieth century

tween these uklei kodeshtj depended

America.
The hazzan was, as Rabbi Land-

man points out, a communal employee. Even as late as the 15th

century, when the professional rabbi was beginning to emerge, and

neither his selection nor his income
came from the community.2 the
cantor had for the longest time

been elected by his community, and
was being paid out of community
funds. In Spain, Rabbi Solomon

Duran indicates that they were paid

periodically, while in Germany,
Rabbi Jacob Weil ruled that the

upon place and personalities. In
the main. the relationship was on a

high level; rabbis fought for the
dignity and the rights of the cantor
and often aided him in his efforts
to better his financial lot. The cantor had much more to fear from
the demands of the layman than he
did from the authority of the rabbi.
It wil come as something of a

surprise to many readers that in a
situation in which a community was
forced to choose between engaging

a rabbi or a hazzan that there were

a number of rabbinic authorities

hazzan was to be paid twice yearly.

who ruled that the community

made at the beginning of the year
so that he could sustain his family.

munity, it was reasoned, could always turn with its religious prob-

The first installment was to be
We can assume that the second installment was paid at the beginning
of the second half of the year. 3

However, Landman depicts the
hazzain as terribly underpaid, and

as practically the servant of the
community. Oftentimes he performed a multiplicity of functions
like reader, scribe and professional
witness. "In order to supplement his

income, he had to combine his cantorial chores with that of teacher

should select a hazzan. The com-

lems to the rabbi of a neighboring

community, whereas the commun-

ity might not be able to fulfil its
duty to worship without the can-

tor. At the same time, in this era
of "Women's Lib," Dr. Landman
reveals that in the Middle Ages

there were communities which had

separate Women's Synagogues in
which women with musical talents
were engaged to lead the services.
In the modern period, Landman

and/or ritual slaughterer, and to . points out, a starting change took

augment his salary by participating
in weddings, funerals and circumcisions, and by free-wil offerings
on certain festive occasions. Un-

place in the role and character of

the cantor in the United States.
Emphasis was now placed on the
"entertainer" role of the

cantor, and
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the sacredness of his callng and

the section on the Middle Ages is

his personal piety became secondary or insignificant. In this setting,
we have the emergence of the "starhazzan" with aU the religious dese-

filled with Responsa material, the
part dealing with the modern peri-

cration which his appearance in~

volved; and the "hotel-cantor" who

od does not have a single reference
to a 20th century authority. This

section seems to deal more with

became part of the floor-show on

the "professional" problems and
gains of the cantor, rather than

the "borscht-belt" circuit. It was

with the "halakhic-historic" situa-

to correct these evils and to restore

tions which the 20th century cre-

the former dignity and sacredness
of the cantor's callng, that cantorial schools, like the Cantorial
Training Institute of Yeshiva Uni-

ated for the modern hazzan.

The book should be read by rabbi,cantor and layman alike, because

Dr. Landman has given us a re-

versity, were created.
While Rabbi Landman's work is
quite thorough, there are a few
criticisms which must be made of

freshingly full and sympathetic in-

the book. For one thing, there is
an overlapping, in a number of

Leo Landman's scholarly portrayal,

places, between the text and the"
notes. Material in the notes, which
should be supplementary in nature,

sight into the role of the hazzan

in Jewish life and law. What

emerges before lls as the result of
is the classical picture of the hazzan
as a human being with human needs
and frailties, as well as the messenger of his people, pleading their

is, in fact, found in the body of cause before a merciful God.

the text itself. In addition, while

NOTES
1. See Moses Minz, Responsa, no. 81.

2. See my article, "The Emergence of the Professional Rabbi in Ashkenazic

Jewry," TRADITION, Volume ll, Number 3, pp. 22-30.
3. See Jacob Weil, Responsa, no. 103.

Abba Eban, My Country: The Story of Modern Israel (New
York: Random House, 1972), 298 pp. Index. $15.00.

Reviewed by David Schnall
This work is a companion effort
to Mr. Eban's My People which
dealt with the history of the Jew-

ish people. The author is the wellknown statesman and diplomat who
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has served as Israeli Ambassador
to the United States, Permanent
Delegate to the United Nations,

Minister of Education and Culture,
Deputy Prime Minister and recently. as Foreign Minister. The book
is an attempt to present the socIo-
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political and diplomatic history of
the State of Israel, beginning with

terial his presentation is often thin

the immediate pre-independence

sion and underemphasis. To ilustrate, one of the most momentous
and controversial decisions in Is-

period and continuing into the
seventies.

and suffers from errors of omis-

It should first be said that, characteristic of Eban's special verbal

rael's history dealt with the question of accepting reparations pay-

abilty, the text is eminently read-

ments - "blood-money" its critics

able. Indeed in most instances it
is quite eloquent and pleasing

whether one is reading carefully or
simply skimming. Mr. Eban's prose
flows easily and is often almost

poetic in its allusions to and . descriptions of very real and perhaps
mundane events.
As a scholarly treatise, however,
the book is something of a disap-

pointment. I,n stylistic terms this is

often sad. Mr. Eban makes several
interesting references to diplomatic

called it - from West Germany,
in 1952. Yet Mr. Eban devotes all
of three sentences to this episode.

The open clash between forces of
the Irgun and the Palmach during
the War of Independence in June

of 1948 is covered in one brief
paragraph. This malaise is also evi-

dent in his treatment of more recent events. The appearance of
considerable Oriental-Jewish dissent and the development of the
"Black Panthers" is dismissed in

communiques, political notes and

two sentences and there is virtual-

speeches. Indeed these are often
quoted directly especially when

ly no mention of the crucial and

they are relevant to United Nations activity. Although he normal-

version controversy over personal

ly indicates the author or at least
the context of the quotes and references, he never provides the intested reader with footnotes. Thus

one is left simply with Mr. Eban's
word for the allusion. While his
word is not at question one could

hardly consider him an indifferent
observer. Further, whether the

work was intended to be a scholarly study or a bit of eloquent po-

lemics its case would be much

stronger if its sources were supportable and open for perusal by
the analyst - be he sympathizer

or critic.

This disappointment reflects itself in substantive terms as well.

While Mr. Epan is relatively objec-

pressing "Who is a Jew?" and con-

status. Rather, Eban spends much
time and detail on diplomatic and

foreign affairs as might be expected of a diplomat of his stature. The
result, however, is an uneven history which is excessively detailed

in its treatment of some aspects

and almost facile and glib in its
treatment of others.
On balance, one must conclude

that Mr. ,Eban's work is not a
scholarly endeavor. It lacks the

rigorous attention to citation, detail and consistency which scholarship requires. It is, however, more
than simply another example of

polemic writing. Eban's work is an
eloquent, interesting and valuable
account of the birth and develop-

ment of the State of IsraeL. It is

tive in his treatment of the ma- personal and forceful and certain129
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ly worthwhile reading. It is with

to the aforementioned items -

patience and some disappointment,

especially as they relate to the Yom

however, that we must await a fu-

Kippur War of 1973 and t~ peace

ture issue of Mr. Eban's pen in

initiatives which grew from its

which more attention wil be paid

aftermath.
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